EF 400MM
f/4 DO IS II USM

Suited for professionals and high end amateurs that seek
mobility, the EF 400mm f/4 DO IS II USM super telephoto
lens is light enough to take into the elements and powerful
enough to capture your subject with brilliant colour
reproduction. With features such as a diffractive optics
system, Image Stabilisation and an Ultrasonic motor, this
revolutionary telephoto lens, unique to Canon combines
both compactness, lightweightness and high image quality,
for sharp output every time.
Technology highlights
With three Image Stabilizer modes, you will be well prepared to
shoot still subjects, pan seamlessly during sporting events and
photograph irregularly movement – perfect for when you want to
snap that million dollar shot.
How durable am I?
With rigidity and durability equivalent to the new telephoto L
series lenses, a dust and drip proof structure and specialized
fluorine coating, this lens is ready for anything you throw it at.
Blur out the background
Equipped with a 9-blade circular diaphragm, and f/4 aperture
you can easily capture stunningly sharp imagery with a soft
background blur.
Mobility is your ability
While achieving high image quality by using optimized optics for
each lens, a magnesium-alloy mechanical structure, and
specialized DO lens elements keeps weight & size to a minimum.

EF 400MM f/4 DO IS II USM
THE SUPER TELEPHOTO TO LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD

Compact and lightweight
super-telephoto lens thanks to
the use of a diffractive optical
(DO) element

High image quality lens that
significantly reduces flaring

Built in Image Stabilization for
sharp images every time

Dust/drip proof structure and
fluorine coating so you can
take this lens with you
regardless of the conditions

High speed AutoFocus system
and full time manual focus that
responds to the photographers
will

Minimum focusing distance of
3.3m and Maximum
magnification 0.13x

Technical Specifications
SPECIFICATIONS WITH EF 1.4x II

OPTICAL FEATURES/ SPECIFICATIONS
Angle of view (horzntl, vertl, diagnl)

5°10', 3°30', 6°10'

Focal Length

560

Lens construction (elements/groups)

18/12

Maximum Aperture

5.6-45

No. of diaphragm blades

9

Maximum Magnification

0.18

Minimum aperture

32

AF Possible

Yes
Yes

Closest focussing distance (m)

3.3

IS

Maximum magnification (x)

0.13

SPECIFICATIONS WITH EF 2x II

Distance Information

Yes

Focal Length

800

Image stabilizer

4 stops

Maximum Aperture

8-64

AF actuator

Ring USM

Maximum Magnification

0.26

AF Possible

Yes

3

IS

Yes

4

1

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dust/moisture resistance

2

Yes

Filter diameter (mm)

52

Max. diameter x length (mm)

68.2 x 22.8

Weight (g)

125

All data is based on Canon standard testing methods (according to CIPA Standards) except
where indicated.
Subject to change without notice.

ACCESSORIES

(1) AF Full Time Manual Focus

Lens cap

E-145C

Lens hood

ET-120 (WII)

(2) Lenses with dust/moisture resistance are fitted with a rubber ring on the lens mount which
may cause slight abrasion of the camera mount. This in no way effects either the lens or
camera performance.

Lens case/pouch

Lens Case 400D

(3) AF possible with EOS-1 series only and 5D Mark III with firmware 1.2.1

Rear cap

Lens Dust Cap E

(4) IS will not work with the following cameras EOS-1, EOS 5, EOS 100, EF-M, EOS 1000/F/n/Fn,
EOS 700, EOS 10, EOS RT, EOS 600/630, EOS 850, EOS 750, EOS 620, EOS 650

Magnification with Extension Tube EF12 II

0.17-0.03

Magnification with Extension Tube EF25 II

0.20-0.07

Extender Compatibility

Compatible

Other Accessories

Canon drop-in 52mm filters

